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Overview
Taxes are a fundamental determinan t

in company decision making . Just as taxe s

can influence the structure and location o f

a business' activities in the U .S ., global

organizations coordinate a plethora of tax

and non-tax factors in structuring their

world-wide activities [Scholes and Wolfso n

(1992) and Wilson (1993)] . Companies

naturally seek to maximize their interna-

tional competiveness, in part by minimiz-

ing their total tax burden by every lega l

means possible . This paper considers the

extent and structuring of dividend, inter-

est, royalty, and management fee payment s

between commonly owned businesses ,

("affiliates") in different countries to asses s

the extent to which U .S . multinational

corporations engage in such foreign ta x

mitigating activity .

This paper is concerned with legal

practices involving inter-affiliate capita l

payments and management fees tha t

would mitigate the foreign tax liability of

U.S. multinational companies . This paper

does not consider the (illegal) manipula-

tion of transfer pricing on cross-border

sales and services between related parties .

Nor does it consider the effect of U .S .

multinational corporations' organizational

choices on their U.S . tax liability.

The U .S . imposes tax on the world-

wide income of its citizens. To the extent

U.S . companies are able to reduce their

foreign tax liability, they risk increasin g

their ultimate U.S. tax liability if th e

resulting foreign tax rate is less than the

prevailing U .S. rate . Moreover, the exist-

ence of the U .S . tax itself weakens the

incentive to organize foreign activities to

minimize foreign tax in those cases wher e

the U.S. has the higher tax rate .
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Introduction
Current theory is not rich enough t o

understand fully the structure of a multina-

tional company operating through affili-

ates in multiple jurisdictions, each with

unique societal, economic, political, and

legal structures . However, dividend,

interest, royalty, and management fe e

payments (inter-affiliate payments, o r

"IPs") offer a potentially powerful setting

for measuring the effects of foreign in-

come taxes on global organizations . If

taxes are an important determinant of

multinationals' operations, cross-border ,

inter-affiliate cash transfers would b e

expected to reflect the variations in tax

costs across countries and methods of

payment for at least two reasons :The

discretionary nature of the payments an d

the underlying contracts producing th e

payments, and the significance of the tax

ramifications triggered when cash crosse s

political boundaries . Cross-border IP s

potentially trigger payors' deductions an d

withholding taxes and payees' taxable

income and foreign tax credits or deduc-

tions . Asa result, much of the returns t o

global tax planning may not be realized

until cash moves across political border s

within the organization . '

Determining the extent to which

dividend and similar payments between

foreign affiliates are structured to mitigat e

foreign taxes is important for understand-

ing the extent tax planning permeates th e

global organization . Mitigating worldwide

taxes via related party payments could

generate potential significant tax benefits ,

but such strategies would require complex

tax planning and extensive internal coordi-

nation .

Tax mitigating strategies could als o

impose significant non-tax costs . For

example, reallocating profits and liquidity

among a company's affiliates can impair

performance evaluation and control since

incentive systems based on profit center s

are distorted . In particular, foreign affiliate

managers directed to transfer cash fro m

their affiliate to another affiliate could

perceive a loss of control over their

performance evaluation, resulting in low

morale and confusion . In addition, while

the benefit of engaging in interaffiliate

cash transfers derives largely from govern-

ment-created tax and financial asymme-

tries, consistently exploiting these oppor-

tunities potentially undermines a

company's goodwill with home and/or

host country governments and coul d

enhance short-run profits at the expens e

of long-run profits .' Finally, tax benefit s

resulting from investment in foreign ta x

mitigation strategies are limited to the

extent foreign tax payments are reflecte d

in foreign tax credits [Collins an d

Shackelford (1992)1 .

Related prior studies of the effect of

taxes on intra-firm payments limited thei r

analyses to transfers from foreign subsid-

iaries to U .S. parents . Hines and Hubbard

(1990),Altshuler and Newlon (1993), an d

Altshuler, Newlon, and Randolph (1994 )

report that dividend payments fro m

foreign affiliates to U .S. parents reflec t

inter-temporal variation in taxes and are

more likely to emanate from high-ta x

foreign countries, consistent with lower

U.S . taxes upon repatriation for these

remittances. Grubert (1994) and Hine s

(1994) present evidence that highe r

foreign withholding tax rates tend t o

discourage interest, royalty, and dividen d

payments to the U.S. This paper extends

these prior studies in two ways . It investi-

gates cash transfers between the foreig n

affiliates of the global organization, and i t

includes management fees in the analysis . 3

Other studies, attempting to gauge the

extent U.S. multinationals engage i n

worldwide tax mitigation via related party

income shifting [e .g ., Klassen, Lang, and
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Wolfson (1993), Harris (1993), and Harris ,

Morck, Slemrod, and Yeung (1993)], take a

somewhat indirect and broad-sweepin g

approach. Klassen, Lang, and Wolfso n

(1993) and Harris (1993) use segmenta l

financial statement data to determine

correlations between U.S . and foreign tax

rates on the one hand, and U .S . and

foreign profits from all sources (i .e . ,

related and unrelated party transactions)

on the other. Harris, et . al . (1993) also use

financial statement data to document a

correlation between U .S . tax liabilities and

the existence of foreign affiliates in low -

versus high-tax foreign jurisdictions . The

power of the tests employed in thes e

studies is diminished because the tests

must rely on variations in total U.S . and

foreign profits across all sources (or the

related taxes) to infer related party world -

wide tax mitigation strategies .

Jacob (1996) refined the analysis of

U .S . multinationals' worldwide tax mitiga-

tion via related party income shifting by

incorporating the volume of internationa l

intra-firm sales into his analysis . In addi-

tion, Collins, Kemsley, and Lang (1996 )

corroborate their findings of correlation s

between total U .S . and foreign earnings

and tax rates . They provide evidence that

stock price valuations of reported earning s

when those earnings include a shifte d

income component reflect the pre-shifte d

geographic sources of the earnings . In

other words, they found that stock pric e

valuations tend to pierce any shifting o f

income. This paper adds further precision

to the prior investigations of U .S . multina-

tionals' worldwide tax mitigation via

related party income shifting by using tax

return data on separately-stated, related

party transactions to determine whether

payments between foreign affiliates of U .S .

multinationals are structured to mitigat e

foreign taxes . Consequently, this pape r

presents the most direct examination to

date of U .S. multinationals' foreign tax

mitigation strategies .

We use foreign subsidiary informa-

tional returns (Form 5471s) which U .S .

multinationals file annually with thei r

corporate tax returns to estimate foreign

affiliate cross-border payments . Each

foreign subsidiary reports on a Form 547 1

the total payments to and receipts fro m

other foreign affiliates by payment type .

While the ability to estimate flows be-

tween foreign affiliates enhances th e

power of our tests, data limitations associ-

ated with these disclosures also potentially

limit the improvement in strength . First ,

the quality of Form 5471 informatio n

could be poor because these disclosure s

do not directly affect the corporate tax

liability or because taxpayers strategically

use the disclosures to minimize the prob-

ability of an audit . Second, becaus e

payments between foreign subsidiarie s

and other foreign affiliates are not sepa-

rately identified by the domicile of th e

foreign affiliate on the other side of th e

transaction, we must estimate the specifi c

payments between commonly-owned

foreign subsidiaries, introducing additional

measurement error. Third, we aggregat e

estimated payments at the country level to

reduce omitted correlated variables, an d

thus possibly eliminate some relevan t

company-level heterogeneity.

The next section of the paper dis-

cusses determinants of international, inter-

affiliate cash payments . Section 3 presents

the regression model and provides dat a

and variable descriptions . Section 4

provides empirical results . The paper

concludes with a summary.

Model Development
Constructing a model of the tax an d

non-tax factors that affect international ,

inter-affiliate dividends, interest, royalties ,

and management fee payments is problem-

4



atic because the transactions examined are

derived from many prior decisions . The

residual nature of such returns to capita l

is both the strength and the weakness of

the research design in this paper. As noted

above, much of the global organization' s

tax planning likely is concentrated o n

cross-border distributions . Inter-affiliate ,

cross-border cash payments may trigge r

significant tax ramifications, and th e

returns to international tax plannin g

cannot be calibrated fully until cash i s

redeployed within or outside the world-

wide organization . In addition, focusing

our analysis on cash payments shoul d

strengthen the power of our tests becaus e

tax planning is likely to be less importan t

when companies do not anticipate trans-

ferring cash across countries . '

On the other hand, any model o f

internal payments is likely to be bot h

complex and incomplete because th e

payments are potentially affected by a host

of discretionary and interrelated choices

(e .g., operational location, investment ,

financing, property rights, human capital

distribution, and accounting choices) .

Furthermore, these choices vary with a

variety of company-specific and country-

specific conditions . For example, factors

that may vary across foreign affiliate s

include access to capital markets, cost o f

capital, investment opportunities, com-

pensation structures, and tax positions .

Factors that may vary across countrie s

include anticipated economic prosperity,

political and financial market risks, and

taxes. Because company-specific differ-

ences likely are more idiosyncratic and

difficult to measure and control for tha n

country differences,' we combine al l

payments by type (dividends, interest ,

royalties, and management fees) between

two countries in our empirical tests ."̀

Aggregation at the country leve l

mitigates company-specific heterogeneity,

reducing the possibility of omitted corre-

lated variables and the number of control

variables in the regression equation . Our

country-level tests regress payments (by

type) on a measure of taxes while control-

ling for flows in real goods and services

between countries, a largely exogenous

variable intended to capture non-ta x

reasons for payments . Company-leve l

analysis also would require an exogenou s

control for payments . However, we were

unable to identify adequate exogenou s

company-level measures of non-tax rea-

sons for IP fees . A cost of country-leve l

aggregation is the loss of variation i n

corporate tax positions within countrie s

[Thus to the extent inter-affiliate tax

planning varies more with the distribution

of tax status or characteristics withi n

countries than across countries, the power

of our tests is diminished.' ]

Payments between countries are

expected to vary with cross-countr y

differences in the tax costs of a transfe r

and factors such as economic prosperity,

political and financial market risks, an d

capital market efficiency. Without regula-

tory impediments, we expect cash t o

accumulate in and flow to countries with

the most efficient investment opportuni-

ties . We do not expect payments to

accumulate in or flow to jurisdiction s

hampered by political risks or financial

market risks, such as exchange controls .

We proxy for the effects of economic

prosperity and unrestricted political an d

financial environments by including th e

level of real trade activity between pairs of

countries in our model .' Financial flows

(dividends and interest) also are expecte d

to be larger for countries with more

efficient financial markets, e .g ., a well-

developed banking system, where finan-

cial capital is maintained . By holding

excess cash in a central cash reservoir, a

multinational company potentially can

5



reduce its required level of worldwide

cash reserves and/or increase overal l

returns to cash management [Shapiro

(1992)] . Thus, we anticipate foreig n

affiliate cross-border payments to be a

function of taxes and trade, and, for

financial flows, for these flows to be a

function of banking activity.

Research Design
To determine the effect of taxes o n

interaffiliate, cross-jurisdictional IPs we

estimate the following country-leve l

equation for dividends and interest and a

similar model that excludes PAYFIN an d

RECFIN for royalties and management

fees :

PAY. =

	

+ (3 TAX. + (3 TRADE.
~k

	

1

	

~k

	

2

	

~ k

+ [3 P AAYFIN. + [34 RECFIN k + E . k

PAY. k = total 1990 IPs from country j t o

country k ;

TAX . k

	

= net transfer tax (reflecting

deductions and withholding taxes in

country j and income taxes and foreign tax

credits or deductions in country k) im-

posed per $1 of IPs from country j to

country k ;

TRADEik = total 1990 exports and

imports between countries j and k ;

PAYFIN

	

= financial service affiliate

assets as a percentage of total affiliate

assets in country j ;

RECFIN k = financial service affiliat e

assets as a percentage of total affiliat e

assets in country k .

The remainder of this section dis-

cusses the explanatory variables . The

sample selection and the dependen t

variables are detailed in the Appendix .

Explanatory variables

The TAX coefficient is expected to b e

negative if inter-affiliate, cross-border

payments are decreasing in net transfer

taxes levied by payors' and payees' domi-

ciles . TAX varies by method of paymen t

between the paying and receiving coun-

tries .' TAX encompasses each of th e

separate components of the net transfe r

tax cost : whether or not the transfer

payment is deductible from taxable in -

come in the paying country ; the impact of

withholding taxes imposed by the payo r

country; the taxable or tax-free nature o f

the payment in each country of receipt ,

including the effects of taxes imposed b y

the payor on the amount of income

included in the payee's tax base ; and

double taxation relief in each receiving

country in terms of deductions for foreig n

income taxes, direct and indirect foreign

tax credits, and the availability of tax

sparing ."' For all computations we assume

the foreign-controlled corporation i s

subject to the country's statutory tax rate .

TRADE controls for economic prosper-

ity and unrestricted political and financia l

markets . The TRADE coefficient is pre-

dicted to be positive because, everything

else held equal, real economic trade

activity between two countries is ex-

pected to be highly positively correlated

with dividends, interest, royalties, an d

management fees . The regression i s

intended to isolate the extent to whic h

income and withholding taxes caus e

organizations to decouple the natura l

relation between trade and payments for

financial, intangible, and human capital .

TRADE is collected from the Internationa l

Monetary Fund's Direction of Trade Statis-

tics Yearbook-1993 . "

PAYFIN and RECFIN are included in

the regressions of dividends and interest t o

control for variability across countries i n

the financial service industries .' To the

6



extent companies centralize cash reserve s

in countries with established bankin g

centers until redeployment is required, we

expect the PAYFIN and RECFIN coeffi-

cients to be positive because payments t o

and from the country should be increasin g

with the level of financial efficiency . To

capture the effect of centralized cash

management on dividends and interest ,

ideally we would measure each country's

attractiveness as a money center, irrespec-

tive of its tax climate, using proxies such

as the degree of liberalization of banking

laws . However, such proxies are no t

available for the numerous countrie s

included in this study. Thus, we us e

PAYFIN (RECFIN), which represents tota l

financial service affiliates' assets as a

percentage of all affiliates' assets in th e

paying (receiving) country, as an ex pos t

measure of the country's attractiveness a s

a money center. To the extent tax incen-

tives such as a tax exemption for dividend s

and interest are important factors in th e

establishment of financial subsidiaries, we

bias against rejecting the null hypothesi s

that taxes are not a significant factor i n

global corporate structuring. This occur s

because part of the tax effects will b e

shifted to the coefficient estimates fo r

PAYFIN and RECFIN, reducing the signifi-

cance of the variable TAX .' 3

Results
The regression estimates in 'Ethic 4

present evidence consistent with U .S .

multinationals' structuring their foreig n

operations to mitigate non-U .S. taxes .

Confirming the univariate findings tha t

payments and taxes are correlated for each

method of payment, except managemen t

fees, the regression estimates indicate the

transfers of dividends, royalties, and

sometimes interest between foreig n

affiliates are consistent with the globa l

organization's structuring its affairs to

avoid cross-border taxes . We find no

evidence that management fee payment s

are sensitive to the taxes levied on cross-

border payments . Our documentation of

global tax planning is striking, given th e

multitude of non-tax factors affecting

multinational decisions, the residual nature

of foreign taxes in a worldwide tax syste m

(i .e ., U.S. foreign tax credits offset many

foreign taxes payments), and the likely

measurement error in our tests .

Tobit regression procedures ar e

employed because 49 percent of th e

dependent variables across the four

methods of payments are zero . We find

the TAX coefficient is negative and signifi-

cantly less than zero at conventional level s

(p<0 .0001 for dividends and royalties ,

p< .05 for interest) for each tax mitigatio n

method, except management fees . The

TAX coefficient is much larger for divi-

dends than the other methods .

One interpretation of the findings i s

that tax considerations permeate globa l

decisions. However, the extent to which

tax considerations affect decisions (an d

are detectable with the crude calibrations

available to researchers) is determined b y

the importance of non-tax consideration s

(Scholes and Wolfson [1992]) . This inter-

nal coordination of taxes and non-ta x

factors could be one of several explana-

tions for the differences in the significanc e

of the TAX coefficients in this study . For

example, inter-affiliate dividends could b e

a particularly flexible method to transfe r

cash among commonly-owned affiliates t o

the extent organizational structures can be

established to provide "tax-efficient "

routes of transfer. Once organizationa l

structures are established, inter-affiliate

dividends can be readily suspended ,

initiated, or changed, and thus are subjec t

to relatively little tax enforcement scrutiny.

In addition, inter-affiliate dividends have

no impact on common performance and

7



control measures and accounting earnings

(except to the extent future investmen t

income is affected) .

Management fees could exhibit les s

TAX variability for a number of reasons .

First, management fees may be less flex-

ible because they are a component of

earnings, and thus affiliate performance .

Second, management fees are the mos t

challenged method of interaffiliate cas h

transfers by tax authorities .' '̀ Also, most

worldwide tax authorities require compa-

nies to recharacterize management fees

which are deemed excessive as dividen d

payments, eliminating potential tax sav-

ings from deductions. Third, management

fee withholding rates, which are used to

compute the net transfer tax, may be mor e

imprecise than other payment metho d

withholding rates . In particular, there may

be multiple potential withholding rate s

that could apply to these fees or commis-

sions depending on the exact nature of th e

payment . The remainder of the paper

presents several sensitivity tests conducte d

to determine the robustness of the find-

ings .

Sensitivity tests

Inferences from a battery of sensitivity

tests confirm the conclusions drawn

above . The first sensitivity test addresses

the appropriateness of the Tobit model .

The Tobit specification assumes global tax

planning is increasing in payments . It may

be that the level of payments is immaterial ,

and that the mere presence or absence o f

a payment signifies the influence of tax

planning in the global organization . If so ,

a binary dependent variable is appropri-

ate . When the equation is re-estimated

using such a probit model, inferences are

unaltered, except the TAX coefficient fo r

interest payments is no longer significantly

different from zero . The TAX coefficients

for dividends and royalties remain negative

and significant at less than the 0 .000 1

level, and the TAX coefficient for manage-

ment fees remains insignificantly differen t

from zero . These results imply that th e

decision to issue debt between foreign

affiliates is not motivated by incentives t o

mitigate foreign tax payments, but the

level of interest payments is related to

differential cross-border tax consider-

ations .

The second sensitivity test addresses

dependence among the methods of

payments . Because the decisions to mak e

IPs are not independent, ideally a system

of equations should be used to estimate

the coefficients ." Unfortunately, we are

unaware of any statistical package de-

signed to estimate Tobit specifications in a

system of equations . Therefore, we

attempt to assess the effect of dependenc e

by reestimating the regression equation

using Tobit and adding the other three

dependent variables as explanatory vari-

ables in each model . Inferences are

unaltered, except the TAX coefficient fo r

interest payments is no longer significantly

different from zero . The TAX coefficient s

for dividends and royalties remain negative

and significant at less than the 0.000 1

level, and the TAX coefficient for manage-

ment fees remains insignificantly different

from zero . The coefficients on the ne w

explanatory variables (the dependent

variables for the other three regressions )

are always positive and significantly

greater than zero at the 0.0001 level ,

except royalties as a regressor in the

dividends and interest estimations and

dividends as a regressor in the royalt y

estimation, which are not significantly

different from zero .''

The third set of sensitivity tests ad-

dresses the possibility of correlated omit-

ted variables biasing the coefficient esti-

mates of TAX. Specifically, TRADE is

designed to capture a multitude of un-

8



specified non-tax factors affecting cross -

border economic activity. To the extent i t

fails to control for differences across pairs

of countries, mismeasurement is intro-

duced into our estimates . To assess th e

possibility of an omitted variable, w e

reestimate the equations retaining th e

original explanatory variables and includ-

ing eight additional explanatory variables

designed to control for variability acros s

the paying and receiving countries . Four

variables, the mean real growth rates o f

the gross domestic products of both the

paying and receiving countries for bot h

the four years preceding and the four year s

following 1990 (the year of the sampl e

data), are intended to capture variation in

the level of payments arising from cross-

country differences in expected and pas t

prosperity .' Two variables, Institutiona l

Investor 1990 Country Credit Ratings fo r

both paying and receiving countries, are

designed to control for cross-countr y

differences in political risk.' Two cat-

egorical variables, for the existence of

foreign currency exchange controls in

both paying and receiving countries, are

expected to control for cross-country

differences in currency risk .' '̀ We offer no

predictions of the sign of these additiona l

variables because they appear ambiguous .

For example, payments may be increasin g

in the political riskiness of payor countrie s

as investors redeploy investments in less

troubled nations. Conversely, payments

may be decreasing in the political riskines s

of payor countries because initial invest-

ments were reduced, reflecting the

country's longtime political uncertainty .

Inferences regarding the TAX coeffi-

cients are unchanged when the additiona l

eight control variables are included i n

each of the Tobit regressions . All TAX

coefficients remain negative . The divi-

dends and royalties TAX coefficients

remain significant at the 0 .0001 level ; the

interest TAX coefficient remains significan t

at the 0 .05 level ; and the management fee s

TAX coefficient remains not significant .

The fourth set of sensitivity tests

control for cross-country differences i n

ability to pay by adding the followin g

explanatory variables for all affiliates in th e

payor country : country profitability (1990

book earnings), country investments (tota l

assets), or return on assets (1990 boo k

earnings divided by assets). In these

alternative specifications, the TAX coeffi-

cients for royalties and dividends ar c

negative and significant at 0 .0001 and the

TAX coefficients for interest and manage-

ment fees are not significantly differen t

from zero . This pattern continues if bot h

payor and payee earnings, assets, or retur n

on assets are included in the specifica-

tions. The coefficients on earnings an d

assets for both payor and payee countrie s

are always positive and significant at th e

0.0001 level . The coefficients on the

return on assets for the two countries only

are significant when the dependent

variable is interest . Also, when the

original variables expressed in levels are

scaled by the sum of payor and paye e

country earnings, the tax coefficients fo r

each payment method, except manage-

ment fees, are significant at the 0 .00 5

level .

The final set of sensitivity tests ad-

dresses the role of tax havens in th e

mitigation of non-U .S . tax liabilities . A

possible interpretation of the above

findings is that multinationals establis h

subsidiaries in tax havens to mitigate non -

U.S . taxes and ignore tax considerations in

the transfer of funds between non-have n

countries . To investigate this possibl e

explanation, we re-estimate the regres-

sions including a categorical variabl e

which indicates whether the payor or

payee country is a tax haven . L" The inclica-

tor variable is included as an intercept

9



term and interacted with each explanator y

variable . None of the intercept or slop e

tax haven variables are significant at th e

0.05 level in any of the four methods o f

payments . We interpret these findings as

evidence that global tax planning perme-

ates both transfers involving tax haven s

and transfers involving other countries '

The failure to detect a difference

between havens and other countries

should not be interpreted as evidence tha t

havens are peripheral to global tax plan-

ning . Havens likely dominate othe r

countries as tax-advantaged cash deposito-

ries . However, havens do not necessarily

dominate other countries as conduits for

redeployment . As detailed in this study,

transfer of cash involves far more tax

considerations than the marginal tax rate

applied to investment income. Firms mus t

consider both payor and payee taxes ,

including revenue recognition, deduc-

tions, withholding taxes, and foreign ta x

credits . Consequently, the multinational

tax planning detected in this study likel y

transcends the simpler strategy of deposit-

ing excess cash in low-tax countries ."

Closing Remarks
The purpose of this paper is to provide

an initial calibration of the extent to which

tax planning permeates global organiza-

tions . The paper focuses on cross-border

payments of dividends, interest, royalties ,

and management fees between commonly-

owned foreign affiliates of U .S. multina-

tionals because firms have considerabl e

discretion over the timing and magnitude

of these payments, and there are substan-

tial foreign tax implications regarding the

transfer of cash across political borders .

We find dividend, royalty, and sometimes

interest payments between foreign affili-

ates are negatively correlated with th e

cumulative income and withholding taxe s

levied on cross-border transfers . We find

no evidence management fees are struc-

tured to mitigate non-U .S . taxes .

While the ability to observe flows

between foreign affiliates enhances the

power of our tests, data limitations associ-

ated with the Form 5471 disclosures als o

potentially weaken our tests . The quality

of Form 5471 information could be dimin-

ished because these disclosures do no t

directly affect the corporate tax liability o r

because taxpayers strategically use th e

disclosures to minimize the probability of

an audit . Also, additional measurement

error is introduced because we must

estimate the specific payments between

commonly-owned foreign subsidiaries .

Finally, some relevant company-leve l

heterogeneity may be lost when we

aggregate at the country level . The robust-

ness of the dividend and royalty results, i n

particular, indicate that, despite data

limitations, our tests merit a high degree

of confidence .

This paper presents the most direc t

evidence to date that U .S. multinationals

coordinate their non-U .S . activities t o

mitigate foreign taxes. Our evidence that

inter-affiliate cross-border payments are

responsive to the net tax cost of crossin g

borders indicates that the foreign organiza-

tional structures of U .S. multinationals ar e

established to provide "tax efficient "

routes of cash transfer, which produce ta x

savings that seemingly outweigh comple x

coordination challenges .
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Appendix

Data, sample, and the dependent
variables

The principal data source for this study

is the 1990 Form 5471 data file created by

the Statistics of Income Division of the

Internal Revenue Service (SOI) .' j Form

5471s are foreign subsidiary informationa l

returns U .S . multinationals file annually

with their corporate returns . A U .S .

multinational must file a separate Form

5471 for each of its foreign subsidiaries .

The Form 5471 includes identifying

information, such as name, address ,

business activity, date of incorporation ,

and country of domicile, and financia l

information, including a balance sheet, an

income statement, and a statement o f

retained earnings . Schedule M of Form

5471 also provides detailed information o n

receipts and payments between the filin g

foreign subsidiary and its U.S. parent, U.S .

affiliates, and foreign affiliates . The re-

ceipts and payments are partitioned a s

follows: dividends, interest, rents an d

royalties, compensation, commissions ,

insurance premia, sales and purchases of

inventory, and other purchases of tangible

property. Receipts and payments of each

type are aggregately reported in thre e

categories depending on the company o n

the other side of the transaction : the U.S .

parent, U .S. affiliates, or foreign affiliates .

The Form 5471 disclosures are subjec t

to the following two limitations . First ,

since 5471 disclosures do not directly

affect the U .S. parent corporate tax

liability, the disclosures may be of poor

quality, reducing their usefulness for our

tests . Second, there is anecdotal evidence

that 5471 disclosures are considered b y

the IRS in its audit selection process . If

taxpayers perceive that the 5471 disclo-

sures affect the likelihood and extent o f

audits, they may provide information in a

way that they believe will minimize th e

probability of an audit . If so, this would

limit the detection of tax management .

Every other year SOI creates a dat a

base with selected information from For m

5471, Form 1120 (the basic corporat e

income tax return) and Form 1118 (the

foreign tax credit calculation) .' Our

analysis is limited to the 7,500 foreig n

subsidiaries with the largest total asset s

because the data base only compiles For m

5471, Schedule M payments and receipt s

information for this set of companies .

The interest, dividend, royalty, and

management fee cross-border payments

(PAY) are derived from the Form 547 1

Schedule M data . '' Payments between

foreign subsidiaries and other foreign

affiliates are not separately identified b y

the domicile of the foreign affiliate on th e

other side of the transaction. Non-U.S .

transactions for each foreign subsidiary are

disaggregated only by method of paymen t

and direction (payment or receipt) . Thus ,

we must estimate the specific payment s

between commonly-owned foreign subsid-

iaries are received by its commonly-owned

foreign affiliates in proportion to the IP' s

reported on their Form 5471s. For ex-

ample, assume a U .S. multinational has

four foreign subsidiaries, one each i n

Britain, France, Germany and Italy. Th e

British subsidiary reports total interes t

payments of $10 to its foreign affiliates ,

and the French, German, and Italian

subsidiaries report total interest incom e

from foreign affiliates of $12, $3 and zero ,

respectively. We estimate the British

subsidiary paid the French subsidiary $8 o f

interest, [$10*($12/($12 + $3))], th e

German subsidiary $2 of interest [$10*($3 /

($12 + $3))], and the Italian subsidiary n o

interest .

'Phis estimation of the dependen t

variables introduces at least three possible

sources of error in our measurement of
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payments, weakening the power of our

tests . First, the number of positive pay-

ments is overstated. Zero values ar e

assigned only when payments are impos-

sible (i .e ., no payment-receipt country-pai r

combination between commonly-owne d

foreign affiliates of the same multina-

tional) . Positive values are assigne d

whenever a payment is possible . Thus ,

our estimates are overstated when a

payment could have occurred, but did not ,

and understated when payments ar e

actually made . Consequently, if payments

are tax-motivated, our estimation will bia s

against rejecting the null hypothesis of n o

tax effect . Second, since the SOI onl y

samples the largest 7,500 foreign affiliates

of all U .S . multinationals, complete identi-

fication of each U.S. multinational's com-

monly-owned foreign subsidiaries is no t

possible . Asa result, though total receipt s

do not equal total payments in the SOI

data base, our estimates of total receipts

and total payments equal. Third, filing

requirements for Form 5471 require that

all financial information be stated in U .S .

dollars at year-end . The translation of

various local currencies into U .S. dollar s

adds to the discrepancy between receipt s

and payments .

After estimating the receiver domiciles

for payments between foreign affiliates ,

we eliminate estimated transfers between

commonly-owned foreign affiliates in th e

same country. We then aggregate com-

pany payments to determine the tota l

flows by direction and method betwee n

each pair of foreign domiciles. The direc-

tion of the payments is relevant because

the tax transfer cost varies by direction .

Thus, if there are payments both to coun-

try X from countryY and to countryY

from country X, the payments are no t

netted but rather treated as two separate

country-pairs . Observations (i .e ., payor/

payee country-pairs for each method) are

deleted only if there are no dividend ,

interest, royalty and management fee

estimated payments by any company i n

the payor country to any company in the

payee country. If there is an estimate fo r

at least one method of payment between

two countries, a zero observation i s

recorded for any other payment methods

between the two countries where there

are no estimated payments . "

Descriptive statistic s
The estimation and aggregation pro-

cess identifies 2,388 country-pairs with at

least one positive payment among the four

methods .' The inter-affiliate, cross-borde r

payments (PAY) total $ 22 .8 billion, with

total dividend, interest, royalty, and man-

agement fee flows of $5 .6 billion, $7 . 5

billion, $1 .0 billion, and $8 .7 billion ,

respectively. Table 1 lists the 25 countrie s

with the largest total receipts and pay-

ments . U.S.-controlled British subsidiarie s

report the largest receipts ($4 .4 billion)

and payments ($4 .3 billion) . They are

followed by Germany ($6 .1 billion total

receipts and payments), and the Nether-

lands ($4 .6 billion total) . No other coun-

try has more than $4 billion in combined

receipts and payments . These three

countries account for the largest two

amounts of each type of receipt an d

payment, except : (1) dividends received ,

where Switzerland trails only the Unite d

Kingdom in receipts ; (2) royalties re-

ceived, where France and Switzerland lea d

all countries ; and (3) royalties paid, wher e

France reports the largest amount . Many

countries report roughly the same amount

of payments and receipts for a give n

method. Notable exceptions include : (1)

Switzerland, where dividends receive d

exceed dividends paid by sixfold; (2)

Spain, where dividends paid are over five

times dividends received; and (3) the

Bahamas, Netherlands Antilles, and Luxem -
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bourg, where combined interest receipt s

for the three countries exceed seven time s

combined interest paid .

The 25 largest countries include th e

U.S:s major trading partners and severa l

countries commonly called tax havens ,

e .g ., Hong Kong, Bermuda, Bahamas ,

Netherlands Antilles, Singapore, Ireland ,
Luxembourg, Cayman Islands, and Panama .

The prevalence of cash flows in and out o f

tax havens provides prima facie evidenc e

taxes are an important consideration i n

structuring IPs between foreign companie s

controlled by U .S . multinationals .

Table 2 provides further descriptive

statistics for each variable included in th e

regression model . Many dependen t

variables are zero . Seventy-four percent of

dividend payments, 37 percent of interest

payments, 73 percent of royalty payments ,

and 12 percent of management fee pay-

ments are zero . The mean and median

TAX variables are near-zero for eac h

method, except dividends where the mean

(median) value is 15 (14) . Not surpris-

ingly,TAX is greater for dividends becaus e

there generally is no deduction in th e

payor country for dividend payments . The

mean (median) TRADE variable is $1 . 7
billion (S 163 million) . Financial service

industry assets account for 30 (31) percen t

of affiliate assets in payor (payee) coun-

tries .

Univariate analyses

Table 3 provides correlations of th e

regression variables . Consistent with

global tax planning, the Pearson an d

Spearman correlation coefficients betwee n

PAY and TAX are negative and significant at

the 0 .05 level for each method excep t

management fees, where neither statistic i s

significantly different from zero ." As

expected,TRADE is positively related to

each method of payment. The correlation

coefficients between TRADE and TAX are

always negative, but only TRADE and the

TAX measure for dividends are signifi-

cantly correlated. Consistent with mone y

center countries operating as central cash

reservoirs, PAYFIN and RECFIN are alway s

positively correlated with each method o f

payment, except that the Pearson correla-

tion coefficient between PAYFIN an d
royalty payments is not significantl y

different from zero . PAYFIN (RECFIN) is

positively (negatively) correlated with

each of the tax measures . These relation s

are consistent with firms' redeploying

from money centers despite unfavorabl e

tax consequences and deployment t o

money centers being tax-advantaged .

PAYFIN and RECFIN are not correlated .
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Endnotes
' Unlike financial reporting entities, whic h

generally are defined by common owner -

ship rather than political boundaries, ta x

reporting entities are defined more b y

political boundaries than common owner-

ship . For example, U .S . GAAP consolida-

tion rules are based only on commo n

ownership and ignore the geographic

location of the business activity. Con-

versely, U .S . tax law restricts consolida-

tions to commonly-owned companie s

domiciled only in the U .S. Thus, cross -

border transactions, while largely irrel-

evant for financial reporting purposes ,

generally create tax consequences in

multiple jurisdictions .

2 An official with one of the largest U .S .

multinationals privately communicated t o

us that the company chooses to forego tax

mitigation arising from opportunisti c

interaffiliate payments to minimize con-

flict between affiliate managers . Thus, all

profits are repatriated directly to the U .S .

each year, and excess cash is managed

centrally in the U .S . and redeployed

throughout the organization according to

centralized decisions .

We define management fees as commis-

sions and compensation for technical ,

managerial, engineering, construction, or

like services. Including interaffiliate

management fees potentially is important

because they are large (aggregate

interaffiliate management fees exceed

dividends, interest or royalties) and are

reportedly subject to closer scrutiny by

taxing authorities than other payments .

For example, U.S. tax law generally

defers taxation of foreign subsidiaries '

profits until repatriation to the U .S . parent

occurs. If the earnings are expected to b e

permanently reinvested in the foreig n

subsidiary, the enterprise likely invest s

little in strategies to mitigate the tax cost s

arising upon repatriation . Accordingly,

U.S . GAAP permits companies to forgo

recognition of income tax expense o n

permanently reinvested foreign earnings .
s For example, it would be very difficult to

isolate and measure costs of capital an d

investment opportunities of individual

foreign affiliates within the global organi-

zation .

For example, total interest payment s

from German affiliates to French affiliate s

for all companies are treated as on e

observation .

' Preliminary analyses using affiliate self-

reported earnings measures to construc t

firm-specific tax rates resulted in over half

the observations being classified as having

zero tax rates . This large number likely

understates the relevant marginal tax rate

and suggests that the significant measure-

ment error introduced by estimating firm -

specific rates overwhelms any increase in

precision . Also, preliminary results regard-

ing the tax cost of cross-border transfer s

were robust to both firm-specific an d

statutory tax rate measures .

' Sensitivity tests, presented later in th e

paper, employ additional measures o f

economic prosperity and political and

financial market risks . The results from

these alternative tests are not materially

different .
9 The variable Tax is computed using the

1990 version of COMTAX, an internationa l

tax management system produced by a

Swedish company of the same name and

leased primarily to European multinationa l

corporations, for coordinating multina-

tional operations . Among other tasks, the

system can compute the country-specifi c

income and withholding taxes (as modi-

fied by treaty provisons) levied on IP s

between 99 countries .

"'The COMTAX system provides a precise

measure of the taxes levied on payment s

between two countries. Each observation

in the study required inputting the coun-

tries involved and the form of payment.



COMTAX computes the amount of cas h

remaining after earning $100 and paying

any amount remaining after local taxes i n

dividends, interest, or royalties . We

compute TAX measures for management

fees by modifying COMTAX's interest and

royalty programs to adjust for differences

in withholding and income taxes relate d

to management fees. To demonstrate th e

COMTAX procedure, assume a Brazilian

subsidiary pays interest to its Swiss affili-

ate . Brazil taxes ordinary income at a 49 . 8

percent tax rate and also permits a deduc-

tion for interest payments at the same

rate. (Typically, for deductible payments ,

the tax rate applied to income equals th e

tax rate applied to a deduction .) COMTAX

assumes the $100 of income is taxed an d

then deducted at the same rate, leavin g

$100 for distribution as an interest pay-

ment . Brazil withholds 25 percent o f

interest payments so $75 of interest ar e

received by the Swiss affiliate . The Swis s

government fully taxes the interest in-

come at this rate of 18 percent , extracting

$13 .50 for Swiss income taxes . Thus the

Swiss subsidiary is left with $61 .50 ($75 -

$13 .50) of cash . Because we assume th e

tax associated with earning the cas h

already has been paid and focus on the tax

costs (benefits) of the decision to transfe r

cash, we must reverse out the payor

country income taxes included in the

COMTAX program . Thus, the net transfe r

tax (TAX) is $-11 .30, total taxes paid,

$38.50 ($100-$61 .5) less Brazilian income

taxes paid of $49 .80 ($100*0 .498) . Intu-

itively, the multinational organization can

save or "earn" 11 .3 cents on every dollar

of cash transferred through interes t

payments from Brazilian to Swiss compa-

nies . The 11 .3 cents of "earnings" ar e

49.8 cents of reduced Brazilian income

taxes less 25 cents of Brazilian withhold-

ing taxes paid and 13 .5 cents of Swis s

income taes paid .

"The ideal measure of TRADE for each

pair of countries would be the import s

and exports of U .S. multinationals' foreign

affiliates . To our knowledge, no such dat a

exist . Because the TRADE measure i s

based on the imports and exports of both

U.S.- and non-U.S .-controlled companies ,

our tests assume that, for all country-pairs ,

the trade between U.S .-controlled foreign

affiliates is proportional to the total trade

between two countries from all compa-

nies . To the extent this assumption i s

erroneous, mismeasurement is introduce d

in our tests . However, the direction of the

bias is not apparent . Also the International

Monetary Fund's Direction of Trade Statis-

tics Yearbook-1993 consolidates data fo r

Belgium and Luxembourg. Based on the

countries' respective population, we

assign 97 (3) percent of the trade data to

Belgium (Luxembourg) .

' 2 PAYFIN and RECFIN are restricted to the

regressions for financial variables (divi-

dends and interest) because we anticipate

money center countries are more active in

deployment of equity and debt capita l

than non-money center countries, but no t

necessarily more active in the deploymen t

of intangible property (royalties) or huma n

capital (management fees) . Nevertheless ,

inferences are unaltered when PAYFIN an d

RECFIN are included in the royalties an d

management fees regressions as well a s

excluded from the dividend and interest

regressions .

' 3 The Appendix contains a discussion of

the data and dependent variable, descrip-

tive statistics, and a variable analysis .

A recently released Ernst and Young

survey of 210 multinational companie s

reports transfer pricing disputes most

likely arise over charges for administrative

or managerial services (Financial Times ,

July 17, 1995, pp . 1 and 14) .

15 Although our single equation estimate s

are consistent, they may not be efficient i f

the asymptotic variances are larger than
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they would be using a system of equation s

estimation .

"The positive coefficients on the explana-

tory payment variables likely arise because

the dependent variables are correlated i n

the levels specifications and the inclusio n

of tax havens renders TRADE an imperfec t

control for size variation .

" Ideally, future prosperity would be

measured using a 1990 assessment o f

expected economic performance . Unfor-

tunately, we are unable to identify a

prediction of future economic perfor-

mance that is available for all countrie s

included in the study. Gross domesti c

product real growth rates are compiled

from the following sources : Internationa l

Monetary Fund International Financia l

Statistics,The Economist Intelligence Unit

Country Reports, and International Mar-

keting Data and Statistics . Rates are

unavailable for Liechtenstein, which i s

assigned the mean rate of its bordering

countries, and the Cayman Islands, which

is assigned the mean rate for Caribbea n

countries .

1 ' No political risk measures are availabl e

for six countries in the study. These

countries are assigned the risk measure of

similar countries, politically or geographi-

cally . The Dutch rating is assigned to th e

Netherlands Antilles ; the American rating

to the Bahamas ; the British rating to

Bermuda and the Cayman Islands ; the

mean of the Dutch and Belgian ratings t o

Luxembourg and the mean of the German ,

Swiss and Austrian ratings to Liechtenstein .
19 Foreign currency exchange status i s

determined by analyzing detailed informa-

tion in the COMTAX database . Countries

are dichotomized based upon the pres-

ence of any currency exchange restriction

on foreign-controlled companies .

'The Internal Revenue Service's tax have n

classification is used to determine tax

havens. In 1990 the IRS classified the

following countries as tax havens :Antigua

and Barbuda, Aruba, Austria, Bahamas ,

Bahrain, Barbados, Belize, Bermuda ,

Cayman Islands, Costa Rica, Gibraltar ,

Hong Kong, Leeward Islands, Liberia ,

Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Monaco ,

Netherlands, Netherlands Antilles, Panama ,

Singapore, Switzerland, Turks and Caico s

Islands, and Windward Islands [Interna l

Revenue Service (1994)] . Using thi s

classification, 42 percent of the country-

pair observations and 46 percent of th e

cash transferred involve at least one tax

haven . Tax havens are misclassified to the

extent countries are tax havens with

respect to the U .S. but are not tax havens

with respect to the trading partner and

vice versa .
2' We twice re-estimate the equations, first

including a categorical variable indicating

whether the paying country is a tax have n

and, second, including a categorica l

variable indicating whether the receiving

country is a tax haven . In the resulting

eight regressions, the coefficient on one

interaction between tax havens and th e

TAX variable (dividends paid by tax

havens) is significantly different from zero .

The coefficient on the interacted term i s

positive, implying that dividends paid by

havens are less sensitive to the dividen d

tax burden than dividends paid by non-tax

haven countries . This could reflect accu-

mulations of excess cash in tax havens .
22 For a more complete discussion of

effective international tax planning involv-

ing non-tax haven countries, see Wenehe d

[1995] .
23 Professors Collins and Shackelford had

an assignment agreement under th e

Intergovernmental Personnel Act of 197 0

between the University of North Carolina

and the Statistics of Income Division of the

Internal Revenue Service . The agreement

permitted them limited access to actua l

tax return data . They are subject to th e

same confidentiality requirements tha t

bind Internal Revenue Service personnel .
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The 1990 data base is the first SOI data

base to include Form 5471 Schedule M

information and also is the most curren t

available data base at the time of thi s

writing .

Rents and royalties are not separatel y

reported. However, discussions with tax

planners and taxing authorities indicate

royalties comprise substantially all of the

total . Thus, subsequent references an d

empirical tests will assume there arc no

rents . Also, we sum compensation an d

commissions are included in our measur e

of management fees .

'' For example, suppose a company

reports management fees paid by a subsid -

iary in country X and management fee s

received by a subsidiary in country Y Th e

procedures in this study will estimate the

management fees paid from country X t o

country Y. If no companies reported

interest paid by a subsidiary in country X

and interest received by a subsidiary i n

country Y, no estimate of the interes t

between countries X and Y will be made .

However, because there exists at least on e

payment from country X to countryY (i n

this case management fees), zero is im-

puted as the amount of interest fro m

country X to country Y. In addition, i f

there is at least one U .S . multinational wit h

foreign affiliates in countries X and Y, bu t

all companies' estimates for all four meth-

ods of payment from country X to countr y

Y equa l zero, the X to Y country-pair i s

deletcd .This deletion procedure wa s

necessary because determining the ta x

cost for each directional country-pair and

payment method is extremely labor

intensive . "1'o compute tax costs for th e

complete set of possible country-metho d

combinations would roughly double the

number of payment-observations (with al l

additional observations having values o f

zero). We are unsure that the power fro m

the additional zero values would substan-

tially augment our tests, since approxi -

mately half of our dependent variable

observations already are zero .

'-' Only 374 of the 2,388 country-pairs ar e

uni-directional, i .e ., payments flow fro m

country X to country Y, but not from

countryY to country X .
zs Caution should be exercised in interpret-

ing the correlations involving PAY becaus e

of the concentration of PAY values at zero .

This potential problem is addressed in th e

subsequent regressions by using Tobi t

estimation procedures .
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